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PREFACE
The purpose of this project is twofold: to develop and maintain a database on geographic
or spatial features within Clark Atlanta University main campus, and to use this database
to develop graphical representations which could be used to implement a surveillance
(security) system for CAU.
A number of factors motivated me to undertake this project. There has been a
number of arson and crime cases within and around CAU of recent and I believe the
implementation of a good security system will assist in reducing or eliminating these
crimes, and thereby improve the image of the University. With “The World Coming to
Atlanta”* a good public relations work can be done to help enhance the image of CAU.
This hopefully would attract more faculty, students and research into the school.
The scope of this project is limited to the generation of database and spatial
representations of the geographic features of the Clark Atlanta University main campus.
*
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the study is to gather and represent Clark Atlanta University
geographic data in a form which will assist the University Administration in making
important decisions affecting the university. Man has “come to realize that geography
(and the data describing it) is part of our everyday world; almost every decision we make
is constrained, influenced, or dictated by some fact of geography” (ESRI, 1991).
Decision of the expansion of the university, siting of facilities (e.g. student’s center, labs,
etc.), implementing of security systems, are all indeed dependent on the geography of the
University. GIS is “a computer system capable of holding and using data describing
places on the earth’s surface” (ESRI, 1991). GIS allows for spatial analysis of data and
answers questions about locations, their conditions, trends, patterns and modeling of
these to determine possible end results of decisions to be taken. It provides a system for
linking data from different sets. It allows for both exact matching and fuzzy matching
which are both important phenomena to be utilized in this project (ESRI, 1991).
The first part of this report, describes the technique used in designing and
representing the data used in the system. It gives the various categorization of the data
e.g. grouping of building on the university campus into functional units, trees into
softwood and hardwood etc. and how the different components of data are related to each
other. INFO, an ARC/INFO module is used for capturing the data into the computer.
The actual details of the data is given in Appendix A.
The second part groups this data into different layers as presented in GIS. Steps
used in data collection, data correction and final production of the maps in different
layers are explained. The main features for representing spatial data i.e. arcs, points.
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lines, polygons are explained. The main tool used in this section is ARC/INFO main
module and two other modules, ARCEDIT, ARCPLOT, all tools of GIS. The 2-D maps
of the different geographic features are displayed in this section.
The third part presents the procedures used in Photostyler and ERDAS in
scanning of the images and rectifying them in a format which will in future be used in
producing 3-D images, a virtual reality (fly-over) of the Clark Atlanta University main
campus and placing of security camera for the surveillance system.
The study concludes with what was accomplished and future work in the area of




The effectiveness of the implementation of GIS is a very good database design.
The GIS design has the capability of accomplishing several different tasks for short,
medium and long term planning of an institution (ESRI, 1994). The data collected for
this project is limited to the scope of the work. The final goal of the study is to present
the geographic data of CAU in a form that will be utilized for implementation of a
security systems in the university to make the main campus a very secured place to
operate. A number of questions were asked to arrive at the type of data needed and its
implementation both in ARC/INFO and GTVIEW to come out with the required end
results. Some of these are:
• the best type of security system with respect to cost, effectiveness and
useabihty
• the geography of the campus
• type of data needed to implement the different modules of the system
• users of the system and format of representing data to them etc.
1.1 Data Collection
A number of agencies and units within and outside the university were consulted
for the data needed for this project. Of these, the main ones were:
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Agencies outside University:
• Georgia Aerial Survey and Metro Engineering Company for aerial
photographs ofClark Atlanta University and surrounding areas
• Atlanta City Council for map of geographic footprints for the area
• USGS Office for 7V2 inch quadrangle maps
Units within the University:
• Facilities Office for assistance in gathering information on trees, shrubs
and buildings in the main campus
• Development Office for data on departments CAU property boundaries
Photographs of all buildings on the main campus were taken for future work on
the simulation and visualization of the security ststem. Some of the photographs and
rectified images are found in chapter 3.
1.2 Data Capture
A number ofmethods were used in capturing the data into the computer for the
analysis. Four formats were used:
• use of INFO, an ARC/INFO module to capture the text data e.g.. names,
heights and year of buildings, names, foliage and height of trees, names of
shrubs etc.
• ARCEDIT, ARCPLOT both modules of ARC/INFO for retrieving, editing
and plotting the different geographic data layers.
• PHOTOSTYLER, a PC-based computer software for scanning the
buildings and aerial photographs.
• ERDAS, a UNDC based software for rectifying the images for future work
in GTVDEW.
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The first data capture procedure will be described in this chapter. Chapter 2 will
give details of data capture on the maps and chapter 3 will have details for scanning and
rectification of the images.
1.3 Entities, Attibutes and Data Dictionaries
INFO the GIS database package employs the Entity-Relationship model concepts.
INFO is a database management system and a fourth generation progranuning language
used for storing, maintaining, manipulating and reporting information. The database
consists of basic objects (buildings, trees etc.) called entities and their relationships
between each other. An entity is considered as an object and two objects are mutually
distinguishable, represented in the entity set by giving them unique identifiers.
In this study, for example, set of all buildings on the main campus is given the
entity set name caubldg, while set of all trees on the main campus is given entity set
name cautrees. In addition each entity will have a number of fields called attributes.
Some of the attributes of caubldg are bname, year, height.. Each attribute has a set of
permitted values, called the domain of that attribute e.g. caubldg attribute is a character
string of length 30.
The entities set are sometimes related to each other. A relationship is an
association among several entities (Korth, 1991). A relationship set is a set of
relationship of the same type.
For clarity and ease of understanding this model, conventional symbols are used
to graphically represent the model. Symbols that will be used in the diagram are the
following (Korth, 1991):
• Rectangle - represents entity sets
• DIAMOND - represents the relationship among a entity sets
• OVAL - represents attributes of an entity
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• LINE link attributes to entity sets and entity sets to relationships
with their cardinalities (1:1,1 :N, orN:M relationships)
1.3.1 Entity-Relationship Diagrams
The geographic facilities in CAU are all contained in CAUBND entity and
that gives the relationship shown in Fig. 1 below. The relationship that exist
between CAU boundary (CAUBND) and each of the other entities is one-to-many
(1:N). This relationship involves more than two entity sets. It is an N-ary
relationship (Desai, 1990). A numer of entity sets, ROAD, TREE, SHRUB etc.
have a relationship of being contained in CAUBND (CAU main campus
boundary).
Fig. 1. Entity-Relationship Diagram of CAU facilities
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Fig. 2 gives the different relationships that exist between some of the other
entities. The set of buildings (CAUBLDG) is grouped into different categories e.g.
Clement Hall is considered as an Academic Building. Several of these academic
buildings form the group for Academic and Teaching facilities depicted in Fig. 19 in
Chapter 2, likewise, trees (TREE) and shrubs (SHRUB). The type of relationship is a
binary relationship. It involves only two entity sets.
Fig. 2. Entity -Relationship Diagrams CAUBLD, SHRUB and TREE
1.3.2 Entities and their Attributes
Each of these entities have attributes related to them. Below are diagrams of the
different entities and their attributes. The definitions of these attributes are later
explained in this section 1.3.2. The attributes are the characteristics that describe the
entity sets.
7






Fig. 6. Attributes of CAUBLDG
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Fig. 7. Attributes of ROAD
Fig. 8. Attributes of Tree
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Fig. 9. Attributes for SHRUB
Fig. 10. Attributes for Building Categorization
Fig. 11. Attributes for Shrub Categorization
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Fig. 13. CAU Property Categorization
1.3.3 Entity Definitions (Data Dictionaries)
The geographic database definition is a very important module of the system. It
stores metadata about the structure of the different coverages. The individual data items
(attributes) are described giving the description of the significance of each item and the
data type it represents. This data is stored in INFO. Tables 1-8 below are the
definitions for the attributes for the entity sets defined in Figs. 3-10 above.
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Table 1 Entity Definition for CAUBND
Feature Name: CAUBND
Description: Area boundary of CAU Main Campus
INFO Table Name: CAUBND.PAT
Attributes:
Name Description Width Output Type
length Approx, length in feet from SPC 6 6 N* 2dp
width Approx, width in feet from SPC 6 6 N2dp
area Area in square feet 8 8 N2dp
totparcels Total Number of Parcels 3 3 I
Coverage: TEMPLATEl
Feature Class: Arc
Table 2 Entity Definition for CAUBLD
Feature Name: BUILDINGS
Description: Buildings in CAU main campus
INFO Table Name: CAUBLDG.PAT
Attributes:
Name Description Width Output Type
bldgno: Sequential number of building 2 2 I
bname: Name of building 30 30 C
btype: Usage for building 1 1 I
height: Height ofbuilding in feet 5 5 N2dp
year Year building was constructed 4 4 Date
Coverage: CAUBLDG
Feature Class: Arc
Lookup Table: CAUBLDG.LUT, key on btype
N stands for Numeric C stands Character dp for decimal places
I stands for Integer F stands for Floating Point
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Table 3 Entity Definition for TREES
Feature Name: TREES
Description: Trees in CAU main campus
INFO Table Name: TREES.PAT
Attributes:
Name Description Width Output Type
tno Sequential number for tree 3 3 I
bldgpos Position of tree with respect to buildings 2 2 I
ttype Type of tree code 2 2 I
Coverage: CAUTREE
Feature Class: Arc
Lookup Tables: CAUBLDG.LUT, TREE.LUT, key on bldgpos and ttype
Annotation: CAUBLDG.BNAME
Table 4 Entity Definition for SHRUBS
Feature Name: SHRUBS
Description: Shrubs planted in CAU main campus
INFO Table Name: SHRUBS.PAT
Attributes:
Name Description Width Output Type
sno Sequential group number for shrubs 2 2 I








Table 5 Entity Definition for AUC
Feature Name: AUC
Description: Atlanta University Center boundary Map
INFO Table Name: AUC.AAT
Attributes:
Name Description Width Output Type
length Approx, length in feet from SPC 6 6 N2dp
width Approx, width in feet from SPC 6 6 N2dp
area Area in square feet 8 8 N2dp




Table 6 Entity Definition for CONTOURS
Feature Name: CONTOURS
Description: Contour lines in CAU main campus
INFO Table Name: CONT.AAT
Attributes:
Name Description Width Output Type
cno sequential number for contour 2 2 I




Table 7 Entity Definition for PROPERTY
Feature Name: PROPERTY
Description: Lot Lines and parcel boundaries
INFO Table Name: PROPERTY.PAT
Attributes:
Name Description Width Output Type
propno Parcel number for Property 3 3 I









Table 8 Entity Definition for ROADS
Feature Name: ROADS
Description: Roads in and around CAU main campus
INFO Table Name: ROADS.AAT
Attributes:
Name Description Width Output Type
mo Sequence number for roads 1 1 I
rtypeno Type of road number 1 1 I
rsurface Road surface material 10 10 C
rwidth Width of road measured in feet 2 2 I
rlanes Number of lanes 1 1 I
mame Name of the road 30 30 C
Coverage: ROAD
Feature Class: Arc




GEOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF SPATIAL DATA
The data for performing geographic analysis is represented in layers defined as
entities in Chapter 1. The spatial data for AUC was obtained in digital format. It
consisted of different spatial data represented as footprints. Fig. 14 shows the format in










These coverage layers represent thematic data for the same geographic area
(ESRI, 1994); in this scenario, Atlanta University Center. In GIS this concept of layers is
represented in rectangular blocks of layers, each layer on top of the other. These layers
are represented in ARC/INFO as coverages, with each coverage having some special
features dependent on the type of layer being represented. In this study the different
features presented are arcs, (lines) points (labels) andpolygons. Table 9 gives the
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This layer shows dl the diffa-ent toyers superimposed on each
other to torm one single coverage. The indiviAial spatial
teatures were generated from this coverage
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different feature coverages and what each feature represents. GIS represents all these
features in 2-D views.
Table 9 Features of Coverages
Name of
Coverage
Feature Class Application/Use Contents
Template Polygons Area Features Defines the study area - AUC
Roads Arcs Linear Features Identifies all roads within the
boundary
Parcels Polygons Area Features Identifies parcels that belong to
CAU
Buildings Polygons Identifies buildings belong to
CAU and those shared by AUC
Trees Polygons Shows all trees on CAU main
campus and the types
Shrubs Label Points Points Locations Shows all shrubs on CAU main
campus and their types
Parking Lots Polygons Area Features Identifies Parking lots
belonging to CAU and AUC
Contours Arcs/Lines Linear Features Shows elevation of the CAU
main campus
Pavements Arcs/Lines Pavements on Clark Atlanta
University main campus
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Table 10 Feature Attributes *
Feature Class Description Attribute
Table
Arc Line defined as a set of ordered x,y coordinates,
representative of linear features and polygon
boundaries
AAT
Node Endpoints of an arc or meeting points of two or
more arcs
NAT
Label Point Represents point features or assigns identifications
to polygons
PAT
Polygon Area of definition for the arcs making up its
boundaries. A label point is used to assign a used-
identification
PAT
Annotation Text string which describes a geographic area
The above class features have databases associated with them. Tables 3-9 above
show these tables and description of the contents in the tables. Actual contents of the
database for the coverages are defined in Appendix A.
With the above explanations, each of these layers will be described. Sample
procedures for the generation of the following layers is given in Appendix B.
Spatial features need to be captured and stored in the computer in a digital format.
Data for layers could be captured in a number of forms, three ofwhich are;
• through digitizing the layers from geographic maps into the computer
• reformatting existing digitized data to meet requirements
Idea of table borrowed from ‘ Understanding GIS The ARC/INFO Method by Environmental
Systems Research Institute Inc. (ESRJ)
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use of electronic scanners to scan maps.
The second option was used in this project. The data for these coverages was
captured in a digitized format with all the layers superimposed on each other. A tedious
procedure of selecting from the coverage each layer was performed.
Several steps were then carried on to make the spatial data usable. ARCEDIT , a
module of ARC/INFO was used in creating the individual layers. Steps involved in
creating the layers are as follows:
1. Selection of the different layers from the composite data and storing
under different coverage names.
• Create a coverage name (e.g. CAUBLDG) in ARC
• Edit the composite layer Fig. 14 in ARCEDIT
• Select the features belonging to one layer (e.g. building footprints)
• Store selection in coverage created
2. Checking for errors
3. Correction of the errors
4. Reconstructing the topology
ARC Macro Language (AML) Program was written and used to plot the maps for
the different layers. The AML programs written is in Appendix B.
2.1 Template
Though the focus of this project is on Clark Atlanta University’s main campus,
the campus has a lot of property scattered within the AUC center. There will be the need
in the future to implement security systems in other buildings and property outside this
main campus. Also CAU share a number of properties with the other colleges in the
AUC center. In addition security of CAU can not be implemented without looking at its
environs; hence the larger template for the study. Fig. 15 below shows the coverage of
21
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the boundary for the AUC center. Three modules of ARCTINFO, ARC, ARCEDIT were
used for generating, plotting and printing of the map layers. The class feature in this
coverage is arcs which make up one polygon. One template is for AUC while the other is
for CAU main campus. Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 give the two layers.
2.2 Buildings
Building topology is made up of label points and arcs which form a polygon..
Focus is on buildings in the main campus. Buildings in the main campus were grouped
into six broad categories(Fig. 17):
• Administration
• Academic/Teaching
• Residential & Student Life
• Research
• Religious and Student Affairs
• Power Plants
Each enclosed polygon has one label point defining it as one of the
categorizations below.
Here buildings are initially classified into two categories:
• Main Campus buildings (Fig. 19)
• CAU buildings in the AUC (Fig. 18)
Though a building may be categorized as a research building, other
activities like administration which is a necessary component of a research facility might
also be carried on in the building. However, categorization is based on the major
activities or prime purpose of the building. For example the new research building for
Science and Technology has other administrative offices responsible for administering
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CAU has twenty-seven buildings on the main campus, six of which are temporary
structures. Again, procedure in generating the coverages is attached in Appendix B.
2.3Roads
Roads are line/arc coverages which make up routes. Roads within and around
CAU main campus are given. Details of other roads in the AUC center are not within the
scope of this project, hence annotation given on coverage for only CAU main campus
roads. There is only one class of roads within the scope of this project and hence no
categorizations were given. They are all residential roads made with asphalt. There are a
total of five roads surrounding CAU main campus (Fig. 20).
2.4Pavements
Pavements just like roads have arc/lines class features and these are represented in
Fig. 21 below. The project however did not provide for footpaths which are normally ad
hoc features of any environment and could change at frequent intervals. Also, the digital
data did not provide for this layer.
2.5Trees
Trees are represented as arcs making up polygon coverage. There are two
categories of trees on the main campus. Hardwood and softwood trees of which the
softwood trees are the majority. There are over hundred trees on campus most of which
are more than forty years old. Data was not available on the actual year of trees. The tree
coverage plays a very important role in the implementation of seciority cameras on the
main campus. Trees tend to obscure the visibility of the building and hence camera for








Shrubs are represented as point coverages (Fig. 23 ). There are twenty different
types of shrubs grown on campus, some ofwhich have turned into trees. Since there are
too many shrubs, representing them as polygons would not give a good relationship
between the trees and shrubs. The database give the different categories.
2.7Contours
Contours are arcs/lines coverages (Fig. 24). In generating the simulation for the
visualization and 3-D representations of the main campus, the elevation of the campus
plays an important role. The contours are used to generate a topogrid to be used in
GTVIEW, a package for the visualization project.2.8Composite Layers
Figs. 25 - 34 give additional layers presented in a composite form to show some
of the relationships that exist between some of the entities e.g. building and tree
coverages together show how CAU campus has many trees obscuring the visibility of the
buildings.
The different layers shown in Figs. 14 - 34 gives very clear 2-D geographic or
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GIS traditionally display raster and vector images in a 2-D view of the database.
Overlays and other GIS functions described above are always performed in 2-D view of
the database such as it is presented in the coverages in chapter 2. However, visibility is
an important factor when geographic data normally viewed in 3-D is under consideration
(Faust, 1991). The purpose of this study is bordered around visibility and therefore the
importance of finding a mechanism for implementation of 3-D concepts. An
implementation of a surveillance system considers what can be visible from a particular
location of the camera within the geographic database available. GTRI is developing an
interface into GIS functionality to perform both multi-layer weighting, proximity and
visibility operations.
Images of spatial data captured and utilized for the representation of 3-D virtual
reality are normally distorted by the earth’s curve. A series of procedures therefore need
to be applied to these images before importing them into virtual reality and simulation
programs. Rectification, is a process of projecting the data onto a plane so as to conform
to a map projection.
In this study images of CAU buildings were taken. Also aerial photograph of
CAU and its geographic environment were obtained and rectified for future incorporation
into GTVIEW. These images were rectified since they will be used to model GIS
database in this study at a future date. Also, the images will be overlayed with coverages
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in ARCyiNFO vectors. The procedures used and samples of original and rectified
images will be presented in this chapter.
3.1 Procedure For The Scanning Of Images
Photostyler, a PC software, was used in scanning the images into the computer.
Steps involved are:
• Select type of scanning - monochrome or color. Images were color
photographs so the second option was used
• Prescan of the image: this is done to outline area for scanning.
• Contrast and Brightness - this is used to improve on the image
• Scan and display the scanned image
• Store the image
Fig. 35 - 42 are samples of images scanned.
3.2 Rectifying The Aerial Photograph
The images captured in Photostyler are imported into ERDAS software. Three
steps are involved for image rectification (ERDAS, Field Guide):
• Locate Ground Control Points (GCP)
• Compute and test a transformation matrix
• Create a new image file with the new coordinate information in the header
3.2.1. Locate GCPs
There are three methods of locating the ground control points:
- keyboard, for known coordinates
- the mouse, on one or two displayed images
46
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Fig. 39. THAYER HALL
Fig. 40. KRESGE HALL
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- the digitizing tablet with a hardcopy map.
The mouse was used for locating the GCPs for the aerial photograph while the
keyboard was used for the building photographs.
3.2.1.1 Preparation
Topographical map ofCAU (Fig.43) obtained from City of Atlanta used together
with the aerial image (Fig. 44). The topological image had a very clear image and easily
identifiable points like road intersection, pavement intersections etc. The topological
map was used as the file since actual SPC was available and the aerial photograph as the
map.
Coordinate input is through the mouse and a split screen and reduction
capabilities on the SUN workstation
3.2.1.2 Operation
GCPs were chosen using the mouse on the file. Exact corresponding points then
are identified on the map. A coordinate system and a map scale is chosen. Spatial map
used had SPC with a scale of 1:200 (1” = 200 feet). Other coordinates that can be used
are Longitude and Latitude and UTM.
The minimum number of GCP points chosen is dependent on the order of
transformation. In 3-D plane at least three points were needed. It is better to choose
more points than the minimum since error rate cannot easily be determined. For the
rectification of this image fifteen GCPs was chosen. The area for the rectification is
shown in fig with the SPC marked
RMS error which is the distance between the input (source) location of a GCP,
and the retransformed location for the same GCP. This is calculated with the distance
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II\rzL.






RMS error = +(y^-yf (1)
where
X and y are the input source coordinates and
X and y are the retransformed coordinates
The RMS error is a distance in pixel widths. The RMS error must therefore be as
low as possible, the RMS error for this rectification was 1.002. The results of the GCP
points is stored in a file.
3.2.2 Compute Matrix
ERDAS uses polynomial equations to convert source coordinates to rectified
coordinates. This transformation is calculated to determine the polynomial equations
that gives the least possible amount of error in transforming source coordinates of the
GCPs into the reference coordinates. The transformation can be automatically generated
by the ERDAS software and this was the method used in this study.
3.2.3 Resampling
This is the final stage for the rectification. Again this stage is also automatically
generated by the software. The input image with its source GCPs is laid on the output
image grid with its reference GCPs. One of four resampling methods is used to assign
the pixel values of the input grid to the output grid, resulting in the image changing
spatially to fit the new grid. The resampling method used is the nearest neighbor
method. It uses the value of the closet pixel and assigns it to the output pixel value. This
method was chosen because it is considered to be a good choice for GIS files. Also the
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extremes of the data values are not lost as is the case in the other methods. It is the
easiest method.
3.3. Rectifying Images For Buildings
The three basic procedures in rectifying the image for the aerial photogrphs was
used for the buildings. There were two main differences:
• The GCP points were obtained from the keyboard instead of the mouse
• Actual SPCs were used for the GCPs for the aerial photograph but
coordinates were chosen for the building as per Fig. 45 below.
Fig. 45. ERDAS specification for ImageRectifi-
cation of images without map projections.
Rectifying the image as one block will give a false view of the image in the
virtual reality presentation. In order to eliminate the sections a,b ,z. building is divided
into a ceiling and a rectangular body and rectified separately. The differentiation
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between the ceiling and the body of the building is to help eliminate the high RMS error
that will be introduced if done otherwise. At least four GCPs are marked on each image.
This gives uniformity to the coordinates for each building. There are no actual
coordinates for the building images. ERDAS convention is as marked on Fig. 45.
Coordinates is recorded as 1:256 both on the x and y coordinates. Other GCPs chosen
are with respect to these coordinates. The image is then resampled with 1:256 pixel
points. Example of such rectified images are shown in Figs. 46 and 47.
The rectified images will be used in the next face of this project. The images will
used in implementing a security system using GTVIEW.
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Fig. 47. RECTIFED IMAGE OF HARKNESS HALL




Geographic Information System (GIS )provides a means of integrating and
linking different datasets in a way that assists us to understand and address problems.
Linking of environmental, spatial and local factors is paramount to addressing security
issues in Clark Atlanta University. Current trends in GIS technology incorporates
traditional vertical and horizontal analysis (2-D), terrain analysis and visualization.
Visibility issues like “what area can be visualized from a point in a building, considering
the obstruction by trees” can be addressed by this new technology.
Despite the many problems with the data collection, this study has fully
addressed the first component of the three current methods available in GIS to address the
security issues. It involved data collection from many different agencies outside the
university, USGS, City of Atlanta, Georgia Aerial Survey, and a number of units within
CAU. It has generated vertical and horizontal analysis of spatial data for CAU main
campus using ARCEDIT and ARCPLOT, both modules of ARC/INFO. Adequate
database has been designed and built to cater for decision-making in regards to
implementing security systems using INFO, also a module of ARC/INFO. This database
can also be utilized in planning for future physical expansion programs within the
University. Programs were developed using ARC/INFO Macro Language.
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A level of analysis for the terrain has been done with respect to projecting
images (e.g. buildings) and aerial representation of CAU surface area into the computer
system with the aid ofPhotostyler and ERDAS.
My thesis has exposed me to new technological advances in GIS and the use of
GIS software packages in developing systems related to spatial data.
The scope of this study was limited to the spatial data for CAU main campus. In
future I hope this research will be extended to cater for CAU properties in the Atlanta
University Center. Future work will address an interactive Virtual GIS using GTVIEW
package developed at Georgia Tech. Research Institute. It will project the spatial data
into 3-D views. GIS evaluations will be made to determine positions of security cameras





LIST OF TREES ON CAU MAIN CAMPUS




I Magnolia Softwood 25 30
2 Deodora Cedar Softwood 29 20
3 Buckeye Softwood 30 40
4 Magnolia (C 25 20
5 Magnolia «« 25 23
6 Deodora Cedar (( 24 20
7 Red Maple (« 28 10
WRIGHT HALL
8 Magnolia Softwood 20 15
9 Birch Hardwood 19 38
10 Birch Hardwood 17 26
11 River Birch «( 18 28
12 Magnolia Softwood 15 15
13 Dogwood (( 13 20
14 Elm (( 22 24
15 Elm (( 18 10
16 Elm (( 19 28
17 Elm « 14 22
CLEMENT HALL
18 Dogwood Softwood 15 19
19 Elm (« 15 30
20 Dogwood it 16 20
21 Cottonwood (« 17 36
22 Birch Hardwood 14 20
23 Cottonwood Softwood 15 50
24 Elm Softwood 20 30
25 Cottonwood Softwood 38 36
TREVOR ARNETT
26 Birch Hardwood 9 25
27 Pecan Softwood 7 30
28 Water Oak Hardwood 10 40
60
29 Water Oak (( 12 20
30 Dogwood Softwood 15 10
SAGE-BACOTE
HALL
31 Water Oak Softwood 23 24
32 Water Oak «« 22 30
33 Water Oak «( 25 24
34 Acer Rubrum (( 7 10
35 Acer Rubrum (( 8 10
36 Acer Rubrum it 8 10
37 Acer Rubrum (( 9 10
RESEARCH SC BLDG
38 Acer Rubrum Softwood 7 10
39 Acer Rubrum «( 7 10
40 Acer Rubrum t( 9 10
41 Magnolia (« 10 29
OUARLES HALL
42 Water Oak Hardwood 24 20
43 Acer Rubrum Softwood 22 10
44 Acer Rubrum (( 8 10
45 Acer Rubrum 7 10
MERRILL BLDG
46 Dogwood Softwood 22 30
47 Dogwood Softwood 23 35
SIDEGATE
48 Water Oak Hardwood 14 38
49 Buckeye Softwood 13 28
50 Deodora Cedar 16 20
JP BRAWLEY STRT
51 Elm Softwood 22 30
52 Cottonwood i< 24 40
53 Cottonwood c< 21 23
54 Birch Hardwood 18 37
55 Cottonwood Softwood 19 39
56 Cottonwood i« 17 39
57 Cottonwood (( 24 40
58 Cottonwood «( 24 35
59 Cottonwood (( 25 16
60 Dogwood «( 22 25
61 Cottonwood (« 17 38
62 Cottonwood (t 22 40
63 Elm (t 28 36
64 Cottonwood «( 45 42
65 Cottonwood «« 40 38
66 Dogwood «( 42 40
HAVEN-WARREN
67 Magnolias Software 20 18
68 Red Oak «( 14 26
69 Red Oak (« 40 24
70 Red Oak « 20 28
71 Red Oak «( 20 30
72 Buckeye it 40 36
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73 Buckeye (( 40 30
74 Buckeye «( 35 28
75 Yaupon «( 34 30
76 Hawthorn « 20 26
77 Cherry Laurel (« 21 30
78 Elm Software 30 18
79 Elm (« 28 18
80 Cherry Laurel (( 30 22
HOLMES
81 Red Oak Softwood 50 48
82 Water Oak Hardwood 54 32
83 Water Oak « 30 48
84 Magnolia Softwood 45 23
85 Water Oak Hardwood 36 40
86 Magnolias Softwood 30 38
MERNER HALL
87 Magnolias Sotfwood 30 20
88 Magnolias « 16 20
89 Magnolias (i 25 20
90 Cherry Laurel (t 25 24
91 Cherry Laurel <( 35 30
92 Water Oak Hardwood 35 40
KRESGE HALL
93 Cherry Laurel Softwood 36 29
94 Cherry Laurel 38 28
95 Magnolias “ 36 20
THAYER HALL
96 Magnolia Softwood 37 20
97 Magnolia tt 38 20
98 Water Oak Hardwood 37 40
PFEIFER HALL
99 Magnolias Softwood 25 20
100 Magnolias (( 24 24
101 Magnolias (( 25 20
BRAWLEY HALL
102 Cherry Laurel Softwood 10 29
103 « <( 12 30
ROADS Database
ROADS m AND AROUND CAU MAIN CAMPlLJS
mo mame rtypeno rsurface rwidth rlanes
1. FAIR STREET 4 ASPHALT 25 2
2. GREENSFERRY AVENUE 4 20 2
3. JAMES P. BRAWLEY DRIVE 4 (« 20 4













Brawley Hall 50 3
Clement Hall 1960 40 3
Sage-Bacote Hall 1952 36 1
Harkness Hall 50 2
Haven-Warren Hall 40 2
HBCU Consortium 10 2
Trailer #3 10 2
3’itle ill 10 2
Research Center 10 4
Holmes Hall 40 1
Kresge Hall 40 2
Mcpheeter-Dennis Building 1969 25 1
Memer Hall 40 3
Merril Hall 1932 40 1
New Biology Building 1953 30 1
Pfeifer HaU 40 3
Power Plant 25 7
Quarles/Washington Hall 1896 40 1
Research Center for Sc. & Technology 50 4
New Tanner-Tumer 40 5
Tanner-Turner Bldg 40 2
Trevor Arnett Hall 1931 36 2













Sample Procedure for building a coverage using ARCEDIT.
Coverage name is PROPERTY. AUCBND is the composite coverage from which
CAU property is being extracted from.
Submitting command to Operating System...
Arc: l> ae <1
Copyright (C) 1982-1994 Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc.
All rights reserved.
ARCEDIT (COGO) Version 7.0.2 (Thu Sep 15 22:22:59 PDT 1994)
The edit coverage is now /USR5/PROJECT/AUCBND
WARNING the Map extent is not defined
Defaulting the map extent to the BND of /USR5/PROJECT/AUCBND
Arcedit: l> de arcs labels <1
Arcedit: l> draw <1
Please wait...
Please wait...
Arcedit: l> ef arcs <1
885 element(s) for edit feature ARCS
Coverage has no COGO attributes
Arcedit: l> setdrawsymbol 3 <1
Please wait...
Please wait...
Arcedit: l> sel poly <1
Define the polygon
<1,2 to enter, 4 to remove last point, 5 to remove polygon, 9 to end>
575 element(s) now selected
Arcedit: l> put property <1
Creating /HOME/AGATHA /PROPERTY
Copying the arc(s) into /HOME/AGATHA /PROPERTY...
Please wait...
575 arc(s) copied
Arcedit: l> ec property <1
The edit coverage is now /HOME/AGATHA /PROPERTY
Arcedit: l> mape property <1
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Arcedit: l> de arcs <1
Arcedit; l> draw <1
Please wait...
Arcedit: i> ec %a%/cauprop <1
The edit coverage is now /USR5/PROJECT/CAUPROP
Arcedit: l> de arcs labels <1
Arcedit: l> mape %a%/cauprop <1
Arcedit: l> ef arcs <1
885 element(s) for edit feature ARCS
Coverage has no COGO attributes
Arcedit: l> draw <1
Arcedit: l> sel many <1
1 = Select 2 = Next 3 =Who 9 = Quit
Arc 1 User-ID: 6329 with 2 points
1 = Select 2 = Next 3 =Who 9 = Quit
Arc 661 User-ID: 2086 with 13 points
1 = Select 2 = Next 3 =Who 9 = Quit
15 element(s) now selected
Arcedit: l> put property <1
Coverage/HOME/AGATHA /PROPERTY
already exists. Do you want to append <Y/N> : l> y <1
The arc attribute items between the coverages, are missing
Only the User-Id will be copied over.
Copying the arc(s) into /HOME/AGATHA /PROPERTY...Please wait...
Please wait...
15 arc(s) copied
/HOME/AGATHA /PROPERTY is an open cover,
use SAVE to keep changes
Arcedit: l> save <1
Saving changes for /USR5/PROJECT/CAUPROP
Please wait...
Please wait...
Either someone else is using coverage /USR5/PROJECT/CAUPROP
or You do not have write access.
Arcedit: 1> ef labels <1
264 element(s) for edit feature LABELS
Arcedit: l> sel poly <1
Define the polygon
<1,2 to enter, 4 to remove last point, 5 to remove polygon, 9 to end><Bell><Bell>
211 element(s) now selected
Arcedit: l> drawsel <1
Please wait...
Arcedit: l> put property <1




Editting of Coverage PROPERTY
Arcedit: l> ec property <1
The edit coverage is now /HOME/AGATHA /PROPERTY
Arcedit; l> mape property <1
Arcedit: l> de arcs labels <1
Arcedit: l> ef arcs <1
590 element(s) for edit feature ARCS
Coverage has no COGO attributes
Please wait...
Please wait...
0 element(s) now selected
Arcedit: l> draw <1
Please wait...
Arcedit: l> intersectarcs all <1
Arcedit: 1> add <1
Options
1) Vertex 2) Node 3) Curve
4) Delete vertex 5) Delete arc 6) Spline on/off
7) Square on/off 8) Digitizing Options 9) Quit











22 intersection(s) found while adding arc
(Line) User-ID; 6331 Points 0
1 arc(s) added to /HOME/AGATHA /PROPERTY
Arcedit: l> sel many <1
Please wait...
Please wait...
Arc 654 User-ID: 6330 with 2 points
1 = Select 2 = Next
Arc 652 User-ID: 6330 with 2 points
1 = Select 2 = Next
Arc 650 User-ID; 6330 with 2 points
1 = Select 2 = Next 3
41 element(s) now selected
Arcedit: l> delete <1
41 arc(s) deleted
Arcedit: l> save <1
Saving changes for /HOME/AGATHA /PROPERTY
Saving arcs...
Who 9 = Quit
Who 9 = Quit
Who 9 = Quit
66
594 arc(s) written to /HOME/AGATHA /PROPERTY




** NOTE ** Label(s) unchanged
Reopening labels...
Please wait...
END replaced into /HOME/AGATHA /PROPERTY
Saving set tolerances to TOL file...
Re-establishing edit feature ARC
Arcedit; l> q <1
Leaving ARCEDIT...
Arc: l> q <1
Exiting ARC ...
Sample AML Programs for Plotting and Printing coverages
* AML Program for generating Building coverage for CAU campus *







maplimits 1.5 1 7.5 10
linesymbol 13
box 1.5 1 7.5 10
linesymbol 5
box 1.6 1.1 2.75 2.1
box 6.25 1.1 7.4 2.1
/*box 2.85 2.15 6.15 2.15
box 1.6 1.6 2.75 1.6
linesymbol 13
line 1.5 2.2 7.5 2.2
linesymbol 1
line 1.6 1.6 2.75 1.6
line 6.25 1.5 7.4 1.5
mape northarr










text 'By A. Gaisie-Nketsiah\in G.I.S. Lab\June 1995





resel caulogo poly fill = 'a' or fill = 'c'
polygonshade caulogo 27
clearsel












maplimits 5.24 7.75 7.48 9.98
lineset plotter.lin
linesymbol 9
/♦circle 6.36 8.87 1.12
line 5.24 7.75 5.24 10













reselect /usr5/project/caubldg polys btypeno =
polygonshades /usr5/project/caubldg 57
clearselect
reselect /usr5/project/caubldg polys btypeno =
polygonshades /usrS/project/caubldg 4
clearselect
reselect /usr5/project/caubldg polys btypeno =
polygonshades /usr5/project/caubldg 70
clearselect
reselect /usr5/project/caubldg polys btypeno =
polygonshades /usr5/project/caubldg 110
clearselect
reselect /usr5/project/caubldg polys btypeno =
polygonshades /usr5/project/caubldg 126
clearselect
reselect /usr5/project/caubldg polys btypeno =
polygonshades /usr5/project/caubldg 84
clearselect









reselect /usr5/project/caubldg polys btypeno =
polygonshades /usr5/project/caubldg 6
clearselect
reselect /usr5/project/caubldg polys btypeno =
polygonshades /usr5/project/caubldg 57
clearselect
reselect /usr5/project/caubldg polys btypeno =
polygonshades /usr5/project/caubldg 4
clearselect
reselect /usr5/project/caubldg polys btypeno =
polygonshades /usr5/project/caubldg 70
clearselect
reselect /usr5/project/caubldg polys btypeno =
polygonshades /usr5/project/caubldg 110
clearselect
reselect /usr5/project/caubldg polys btypeno =
polygonshades /usr5/project/caubldg 126
clearselect




















text 'Fig. 17. CATEGORIZATION OF BUILDING FOOTPRINTS OF \
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY MAIN CAMPUS
maplimits 2.8 1.1 6.15 2.1
























/* AML program for generating Property Coverage*










maplimits 1.5 1 7.5 10
linesymbol 13
box 1.5 1 7.5 10
linesymbol 5
box 1.6 1.1 2.75 2.1
box 6.25 1.1 7.4 2.1
/*box 2.85 2.15 6.15 2.15
box 1.6 1.6 2.75 1.6
linesymbol 13
line 1.5 2.2 7.5 2.2
linesymbol 1
line 1.6 1.6 2.75 1.6
line 6.25 1.5 7.4 1.5
mape northarr









text 'By A. Gaisie-Nketsiah\in G.I.S. LabMune 1995





resel caulogo poly fill = 'a' or fill = 'c'
polygonshade caulogo 27
clearsel













maplimits 5.24 7.75 7.48 9.98
lineset plotter.lin
linesymbol 9
/♦circle 6.36 8.87 1.12
line 5.24 7.75 5.24 10









reselect property polys propno = 1
polygonshades property 6
clearselect
reselect property polys propno = 2
polygonshades property 57
clearselect
reselect property polys propno = 3
polygonshades property 4
clearselect
reselect property polys propno = 4
polygonshades property 70
clearselect
reselect property polys propno = 5
polygonshades property 110
clearselect
reselect property polys propno = 6
polygonshades property 126
clearselect









reselect property polys propno = 1
polygonshades property 6
clearselect




reselect property polys propno = 3
polygonshades property 4
clearselect
reselect property polys propno = 4
polygonshades property 70
clearselect
reselect property polys propno = 5
polygonshades property 110
clearselect






text ’ PROPERTY FOOTPRINTS\FOR CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITYX
AUC CENTER
maplimits 2.8 1.1 6.15 2.1

















maplimits 1.5 1 7.5 10
linesymbol 13




box 1.6 1.1 2.75 2.1
box 6.25 1.1 7.4 2.1
/*box2.85 2.15 6.15 2.15
box 1.6 1.6 2.75 1.6
linesymbol 13
line 1.5 2.2 7.5 2.2
linesymbol 1
line 1.6 1.6 2.75 1.6
mape northarr









text 'By A. Gaisie-Nketsiah\in G.I.S. LabUune 1995





resel caulogo poly fill = 'a' or fill = 'c'
polygonshade caulogo 27
clearsel















text 'Fig. 23. SHRUBS FOOTPRINTS IN CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITYX
MAIN CAMPUS




/*circle 6.36 8.87 1.12
line 5.24 7.75 5.24 10



























maplimits 1.5 1 7.5 10
linesymbol 13
box 1.5 1 7.5 10
linesymbol 5
box 1.6 1.1 2.75 2.1
box 6.25 1.1 7.4 2.1
/*box 2.85 2.15 6.15 2.15
box 1.6 1.6 2.75 1.6
75
linesymbol 13
line 1.5 2.2 7.5 2.2
linesymbol 1
line 1.6 1.6 2.75 1.6
mape noitharr









text 'By A. Gaisie-Nketsiah\in G.I.S. LabVlune 1995





resel caulogo poly fill = 'a' or fill = 'c'
polygonshade caulogo 27
clearsel












maplimits 5.24 7.75 7.48 9.98
lineset plotter.lin
linesymbol 9
/*circle 6.36 8.87 1.12
line 5.24 7.75 5.24 10


































maplimits 2.8 1.1 6.15 2.1














Sample Procedure for Creating a Coverage, Cleaning & Building the Topology and
Adding Annotation to the Coverage
Arc; l> ae <1
Arcedit: l> display 9999 <1
Arcedit: l> ec /usr5/project/caubnd <1
Arcedit: l> de arcs <1
Arcedit: l> ef arcs <1
Arcedit: l> draw <1
Arcedit: l> be cauprop <I
Arcedit: l> draw <1
Arcedit: l> be arcs <1
Arcedit: l> draw <1
Arcedit: l> removeedit all <1
Arcedit; l> removeback all <1
Arcedit: l> clear <1
Arcedit: l> ec cauprop <1
Arcedit: l> de arcs <1
Arcedit: l> ef arcs <1
Arcedit; l> draw <1
Arcedit: l> sel poly <1
Arcedit: l> sel poly <1
Define the polygon
Arcedit: l> q <1
Arc: l> copy cauprop template 1 <1
Arc: l> copy maincampusl template2 <1
Arc: l> ae <1
Arcedit: l> ec template 1 <1
Arcedit: l> de arcs <1
Arcedit: l> ef arcs <1
Arcedit: l> draw <1
Arcedit: l> sel poly <1
Arcedit: l> sel many <1
Arcedit: l> sel poly <1
Arcedit: l> delete <1
848 arc(s) deleted
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Arcedit: l> save <1
Arcedit: l> q <1
Arc: l> clean template 1 # # # poly <1
Arc: l> build template 1 poly <1
Adding Annotation interactively
Arc: l> ae <1
Arcedit: l> ec template2 <1
Arcedit: l> de arcs <1
Arcedit: l> ef arcs <1
Arcedit: l> draw <1
Arcedit: l> sel many <1
Arcedit: l> delete <1
Arcedit: l> oops <1
Arcedit: l> sel many <1
Arcedit: l> delete <1
4 arc(s) deleted
Arcedit: l> save <1
Arcedit: l> annotype point2 <1
Arcedit: l> annofit on <1
Arcedit: l> add <1
Arcedit: l> draw <1
Arcedit: l> edit template2 anno <1
Arcedit: l> annoedit <1
text = JAMES P. BRAWLEY DRIVE
text = AVENUE
text = GREENSFERRY
text = SPELLMAN AVENUE
text = FAIR STREET
Arcedit: 1x1
Arcedit: I> save <1
Arcedit: l> annotype point2 <1
Arcedit: l> annofit on <1
Arcedit: l> annoalignment center <1
Arcedit: l> add <1
Text: l> Lawshe Street <1
Text: I> SPELMAN COLLEGE <1
Text: 1> MOREHOUSE COLLEGE <1
Text: l> PROJECT <1
Text: l> PROJECT <1
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Text: l> PROJECT, CHURCH PROPERTY & PARKING LOTS <1
Text: Ixl
Text: l> PROJECT <1
Text: 1x1
Arcedit: l> SAVE <1
Arcedit: 1> Q <1
Arc: l> AE <1
Arcedit: l> EC TEMPLATE2 <1
Arcedit: 1> DE ARCS ANNO <1
Arcedit: l> EF ANNO <1
Arcedit: l> DRAW <1
Arcedit: l> ANNOTYPE POINT2 <1
Arcedit: l> ANNOFIT <1
Usage: ANNOFIT <OFF I ON>
Arcedit: l> ANNOFIT ON <1
Arcedit: l> ADD <1




Arcedit: 1> SAVE <1
Sample procedure for checking for Annotation in ARCPLOT
Arcplot: 1> MAPE TEMPLATE2 <1
Arcplot: 1> ARCS TEMPLATE2 <1
Arcplot: 1> ANNOTEXT TEMPLATE2 <1
Sample Procedure for editting annotation
Arcedit: 1> ec template2 <1
The edit coverage is now /HOME/REGIS/TEMPLATE2
Arcedit: 1> de arcs anno <1
Arcedit: 1> ef anno <1
Arcedit: 1> display 9999 <1
Arcedit: 1> draw <1
Arcedit: 1> sel one <1
Arcedit: 1> delete <1
Arcedit: 1> save <
Arcedit: 1> q <11
Sample Procedure for adding Annotation using the Annotation menu
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Arc: l> ae <1
Arcedit: l> display 9999 <1
Arcedit: l> de arcs anno <1
Arcedit: l> ef anno <1
Arcedit: l> draw <1
Arcedit: l> annoadd <1
Arcedit: I> save <1
Arcedit: l> quit <1








box 1.55 1.2 7.4 9.9
mapposition cen cen
maplimits 1.55 1.35 7.4 5.5




text 'Fig. 47. RECTIFIED IMAGE OF HARKNESS HALL
maplimits 1.55 5.8 7.4 9.9
mape image /appl4/agatha/pres3.img
image /appl4/agatha/pres3.img composite 12 3
move 2.27 5.6
text 'Fig. 46. RECTIFIED IMAGE OF HARKNESS CEILING
«&retum
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Plotted map presrf.cmp is converted to a Postscript file and printed
arc: postcript /appl4/martin/presrf.cmp presrf.eps








box 1.55 1.2 7.4 9.9
mapposition cen cen
maplimits 1.55 1.35 7.4 5.5




text '2. Front View ofMERRILL HALL
maplimits 1.55 5.8 7.4 9.9
mape image /appl4/agatha/quarles.tif
image /appl4/agatha/quarles.tif composite 12 3
move 2.27 5.6
text '1. Front View ofQUARLES WASHINGTON HALL
&retum






TOLERANCES 0.05 2.5 10.0
XYZLimits 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CONTOUR /usr5/project/caucont CAUCONT-ID
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